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Visit us 

For our customers there are worldwide three ample 
Technical Centers (two at the location in Bochum and 
one in the neighborhood of Shanghai) available. Dif-
ferent laboratory production extruders and heating-
cooling systems reflect our capability.

If you want to know how we will solve your individual 
tasks - just call by dialling the ENTEX hotline 
 + 49(0)234/89122-0
You can reach our experts who will gladly help you 
quickly, easily and in a friendly manner. 

We are looking forward to your visit.

The Planetary Roller Extruder

Keep on
Rolling
Process Technology for the 
calender Industry



Ensure the advantage through
innovation

The production of films is submitted to a constantly in-
creasing competition. A progressive globalization and 
new materials increase the requirements on quantity 
and quality of the products. 

ENTEX has recognized this in time. With technical 
know-how we develop for our customers successful 
production lines for the future. Not only the ideal com-
pounding in front of the calender belongs to this, but 
also an optimal processing in the calender. Especially 
for this ENTEX has developed the thermoroll:

As your success is our success and a good roller is the 
guarantor for an economic production, a healthy eco-
nomy of the enterprise and a satisfied customer. The 
perfect roller is a symbiosis of thermodynamic and 
strength depending on shape. Because of the thermo-
dynamic there should be no wall between product and 
heating medium which is, of course, not possible due 
to reasons of stability. Thus, the individual mapplica-
tion criteria, e.g. when calendering PVC rigid with 600 
N/mm line load mor simple smoothing with only 20 
N/mm line load, require a different wall thickness.

The thermodynamic engineer, therefore, is endeavou-
red to manage with wall thicknesses as thin as pos-
sible. The construction engineer looks at the stability 
values and the manufacturer of roller and their shells 
is often influenced by his fixing possibilities in the pro-
duction.

ENTEX is in a position to look at the rolls from the 
different points of view, i. e. thermodynamic, con-
struction and production, and to design them optimal. 
Special examinations during the calender operation,  
e. g. with infrared cameras, confirm our calculations 
give certainty to our customers having made the right 
choice.



     

The peripheral bored rolls used in the calender con-
struction up to now have had a big disadvantage: 
The distance of the peripheral borings to the surface 
is rather big and the distance of the borings to each 
other correspondingly broad. The poor heat transfer 
resulting out of that induced ENTEX to develop new 
rolls. The advantages of the new roll generation at a 
glance:

-  Total steel roll (total roller body made of steel, no  
 blended materials, no cast iron shell).

-  Therefore lower bending, as increased elasticity  
 module by total steel design, 
 E-module steel = 21000 daN/mm2, 
 E-module spheroidal cast iron 17600 daN/mm2.
-  By a special production process it became possible  
 to achieve smallest wall thicknesses of the
 roller shell to the heat transfer medium.
-  Consequently fastest temperature-changing  
 behaviour and thus very fast temperature
 reaction times to the film.

-  The heating-cooling channels in the roller shell are  
 calculated and designed thermodynamically.
-  This results in an approx. 90 % higher energy  
 transfer than with conventional peripheral bored
 rolls.
  Thus following:
-  Higher calender speed at constant quality.

-  Reduced waste of edge by incorporation of the  
 roller necks into the heating-cooling circuit.
-  Essentially reduced film tolerances.
-  Reduced deviations of concentric running.
-  For line loads up to 650 daN/cm.
 Suitable for PVCp and PVCu.
-  Sealing is effected by shrinkage it and special   
 sealing system.

Decreased waste of the edge at the ENTEX-thermoroll 

Conventional calender roll ENTEX-thermoroll

ENTEX thermoroll with multiple flighted circulation heating - cooling channels

Assortment calender roller dimensions

calender roller  WOB/roll
diameter  width  total length  weight
in mm  in mm  in mm   in t

500  1600  2543   2
600  1850  5208   6
711   2159  4785   8,5
712  1780  3405   6
863  4000  7370   21

Vaccum nap roll Thermorolls for 
the calender use

Subject to technical alterations, issue October 2018



Due to a special production of the roller shell it be-
came possible to guarantee  also smallest wall thick-
nesses with excellent heat transfers. This results in a 
quick temperature-changing behaviour and a corres-
ponding quick reversing of the roll. Heating channels 
are optimal designed and coiled with regard to the 
thermodynamic. By this we achieve nearly twice the 
heat transfer than with normal peripheral bored rolls. 
These rolls enable not only higher calender speeds at 
constant quality, but also reduce the waste of edge by 
incorporation of the roller neck into the heating-coo-
ling circuit. Reduced film tolerances by an essentially 
improved cross section and improved concentric run-
ning properties by an even heating-cooling are further 
advantages of the ENTEX thermoroll.                           

Thermorolls for the calender use

Further characteristics: 
Vacuum nap roller with up to 18.000 borings. Further 
steps of development: The „thermal inflatable“ roller.  

For the optimal design and production ENTEX is close-
ly cooperating with the „Institut für Baumaschinen, 
Antriebsund Fördertechnik GmbH – IBAF“ (Institute 
for construction machines, driving and materials-
handling technology) and the „Chair of Machine Ele-
ments and Materials-Handling Technology“ at the 
Ruhr- University, Bochum.

Therefore, also scientific calculations according to the 
finite-element method, as well as for the thermodyna-
mic and stability, are a foregone conclusion for us like 
the inspection of the roller during operation.

At ENTEX rollers are produced with thinking, not only 
for the calender and smoothing roll range but also for 
special applications, e. g. vacuum nap rolls. Thus, the 

development of the vacuum nap roller is characterized 
by thermodynamic improvements. A well dimensi-
oned and designed roller finally determines the eco-
nomic efficiency of your production line.

At the beginning of these rolls running speeds, depen-
ding on the nap design, of 2,5 – 3 m/min. have only 
been possible, today the same lines are operated with 
12 – 15 m/min. The higher investment for such a roller 
is qualified very quickly when taking into considerati-
on that formerly 4 – 5 units must be used in order to 
achieve the efficiency of a today‘s unit. Further advan-
tages with regard to personnel costs, production space 
and market flexibility are working out the calculation 
several times.

In the calender range an ENTEX thermoroll means 
shorter initiation times, higher running speeds and 
lower tendency to stick at higher speeds – simply a 
higher efficiency.

Our customers and we know this as the first thermo-
rolls for the calender range are working successfully 
since twenty years, not only in Germany but worldwi-
de.

Thus, the ENTEX thermoroll in total steel design is 
pointing the way to new processing techniques and 
replaces peripheral bored rolls for the calender range. 
The peripheral bored rolls have big disadvantages: at 
the one side a relatively large distance of the peri-
pheral borings to the roller surface resulting in a poor 
heat transfer, and at the other side the diversion of the 
connection borings, which are reducing the flow speed 
and thus the Reynold‘s number.

This induced ENTEX to develop the thermoroll which 
simultaneously enables a larger working width than 
at conventional calender rolls. 


